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"Climate Change: Science, Politics and Ethics."

Join University Professor in AOES and Managing Director of COLA, Jagadish Shukla, for his lecture on

September 27, 2021 | 7 p.m.

Mason Vision Series

cybersecurity and healthcare data.

Join Mason's Department of Health Administration and Policy and HealthTechNet for a discussion about

Cybersecurity and Healthcare Data: What Executives and Policy Makers Need to Know


September 15, 2021

Faculty Meeting featuring Q&A with Dean Miralles-Wilhelm

Meet students, discuss your programs, and share research and professional opportunities with free food and

ScienceConnect materials and biological network analysis.

receive $42,000 from the Simons Foundation to study mathematical methods for

Maria Emelianenko

by Elizabeth Grisham

Studying mathematical methods for materials

by Ariel Bleicher

Helping others understand the world

through mathematics

by Damian Cristodero

Best in the country and the world

Mason Science programs among the

programs.

By registering you will receive an email with a link to access trivia closer to the event. The top three teams will win

There’s still time to learn more about available programs and resources. Both events will take place entirely outside.

on the Fairfax campus

ScienceConnect next

on the SciTech campus

September 16

sixth annual UMMA

the college’s annual
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